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OPEN CALL - IN SEARCH FOR GOOD LOCAL PRACTICES
Before we talk about what the #c4cf team was working on during April, we want to
share with you an opportunity for you to take part in the bilateral cooperation.
What are you doing to make your city a fair and sustainable place to live? How do you
envision your ideal local community? What is your advice for local activists in your
field in your neighboring country?
Are you an activist/street artist/volunteer in your city?
If you have the answers to theese questions, feel free to send us a video presenting
your action and givving your answers to the questions above. We intend to share your
work with all our followers. We want and we can inspire the young people of Greece
and North Macedonia!
Technical details:
Video specifications: 1080p, horizontal layout
Some pictures of your activities are also welcomed!
Send your material to c4cf@youthalliance.org.mk
We can't wait to learn more about you!
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2ND NETWORKING FORUM
"THE NETWORKING FORUM SEMI-ANNUAL MEETING
‘THESSALONIKI REUNION’ 2022"
The 2nd Networking Forum took place from 15 - 17 April
in the city of Thessaloniki, Greece.
This productive three-day event served as the
cooperation highlight, a continuation of the common
work and a focal point for meeting of neighbors. It also
represented a source of fresh new ideas for further
common actions within the #c4cf initiative.
The main goal of this Forum was an official
establishment
of
a
collaborative
interconnected
network of relevant associates which will promote and
raise awareness for the Macedonian-Greek youth
collaboration.
Since the idea of this network was for these associates
to be diverse stakeholders prepared to support our
future efforts for establishing the youth offices, the
participants were representatives from different sectors,
institutions, organizations and structures, with diverse
professional and political profiles such as youth
workers, students, professors, cultural workers, policy
makers, coordinators etc.
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Regarding the structure of the Forum, it was generally
consisted of four main parts:
1. "The networking Forum welcome"
- consisted of the official opening to give the
participants the respective cooperation welcome and
the inauguration of the young ambassadors for which
you can read about in the next pages of this newsletter.
2. The main sessions
- where the participants had a chance to hear our
speakers, with different professional and political
backgrounds, give their insights on the provided topics
such as "prevention of future conflicts and disputes",
"ways to promote and implement cooperation" and
"accelerating
action
to
achieve
youth
friendly
neighborhood policies", all through the prism of youth
bilateral cooperation.
3. The Parallel Thematic Networking Sessions
- after each main session, the participants had an opportunity to share their own
thoughts, points of view and visions during the parallel thematic networking sessions,
which were very important for the multi-stakeholder approach since they provided
the place for diverse stakeholders to network and talk about future steps and actions.
This approach is expected to provide a solid ground for development of common
dialogue in different fields relevant for Greece and North Macedonia.
4. "Youth cooperation system map" and "Officialization of the cooperation"
- the penultimate part of the Forum was reserved for the system thinking workshop
where the participants had an opportunity to map the fields in which the cooperation
should enhance in the future period, and also to target the stakeholders with different
profiles who will play a certain role in this process.
The end of the Forum was reserved for the "working together session" whose goal was
to talk about the future steps in the process of "Officialization of the Cooperation".
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INAUGURATION CEREMONY OF YOUNG AMBASSADORS
The inauguration ceremony of the young
ambassadors took place during "The
networking Forum welcome".
Our ambassadors had a chance to
officially
present
themselves,
their
background and their work in front of the
participants and also to speak about their
future goals and visions regarding the
cooperation.
They were also asked to share with the
others what they will do, as young
ambassadors, in order to promote and
enhance this cooperation and to attract
more young people to be part of it.

Simos Konstantinou, young ambasador:
"During the 2nd Forum, we had our first official inauguration ceremony with YAK, in
Thessaloniki. That day, the team from North Macedonia welcomed us. On a first hand, we
met each other and then we introduced ourselves as Young Ambassadors. Later, YAK team
told us about their vision and their plans about the first year of this initiative. I have to say
that, all together we agreed that cooperation for common future is the only way for
success."
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#C4CF INITIATIVE IMPACT
In December 2021, we had an online bilateral activity
called "Cooking together for Christmas" on which
young people from both countries had the
opportunity to watch our two chefs prepare some
traditional meals for the Christmas holidays.
Now, after almost 4 months, our two chefs from North
Macedonia and Greece finally had an opportunity to
meet in person and hang out in Thessaloniki.
This story is exactly the kind of impact we strive to
achieve throughout this initiative. Let this be one of
the many examples of building strong neighborly
relationships and friendships :)

EARTH DAY 2022
To celebrate "Earth Day" 2022, the Municipal High School
"Goce Delcev" Valandovo, organized an event on which 3 high
school pupils from the 2nd High school of Florina, Greece
presented their messages regarding the special day. One of
our ambassadors, Marija Bandulova was a guest on this event
as a representative from the #c4cf initiative. It is important we
mention that the school of Florina is also an ambassador of the
European Commission and they run an Erasmus+ programme
called "European Ciziten - Active Citizen".
From our point of view, it was a big pleasure to implement bilateral activities like
this one because school actions between Greece and North Macedonia are a
comprehensive and bold approach to increase awareness and exchange good
practices. Also, celebrating "Earth Day" is one step forward to shape our common
future on an issue that we all must take action.
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"My

experience

in

Thessaloniki

was

incredibly

beneficial

for me in terms of meeting and networking with youth and
active

people

from

Greece,

as

well

as

gaining

a

new

perspective for both of our countries! Listening to a lot of
knowledgeable people and experts was really helpful for
me to learn more about North Macedonia and Greece and
their relations, as well as ways to combat negative things
such as nationalism, hatred, and passivity! - Igor Stojkov

My experience from this bilateral event was unique. It
was my first time I participate in bilateral school action
between

Greece

pleasure

for

me

and
to

North

Macedonia.

cooperate

with

It

was

people

a

big

from

different country and celebrate a topic like the "Earth
Day"

that

it

is

our

responsibility

to

protect

and

preserve. I'm looing forward to participating in similar
actions in the future" - George Sdyros
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